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In the major stock markets of the world, it is the forces of demand and supply that set prices. There are
hundreds of analysts and thousands of traders, receiving new information on a company through
electronic and paper media. The Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) implies that if new information is
revealed about a firm it will be incorporated into the share price rapidly and rationally, with respect to
the direction of the share price movement and the size of that movement. Market efficiency is directly or
implicitly tested in the study, which is performed to identify stock price reaction to certain events such as
budget announcement and credit policy announcement. It can be studied under weak form, semi strong
form and strong form of Efficient Market Hypothesis. This paper is an attempt to study the weak and
semi strong form of hypothesis that the prices or movements in the share prices are affected by past and
publicly available information. The present study examined the behavior of daily stock returns for 10
prominent stocks listed on National Stock Exchange (NSE) from January 1, 2005 to December 31, 2005.
Five major events were taken into consideration to evaluate the effect of publicly available information
on the stock prices. The study revealed that the market instantaneously absorbs all relevant information
as it becomes publicly available which indicates that the weak and semi strong forms are inefficient
during the study period. The study depicted that the NSE is weak form efficient during the selected
period. Finally, it concluded that stock market efficiency does not mean that investors have perfect
powers of prediction; all it means is that the current level is an unbiased estimate of its true economic
value based on the information revealed.

INTRODUCTION
The share price movement is analyzed broadly with two approaches namely,

fundamental analysis and technical analysis. Fundamental approach analyses the share prices
based on economic, industry and company statistics. The technical analyst mainly studies the
stock price movement of the stock prices. An “efficient market” is defined as a market where
there are large number of rational profit-makers actively competing with each trying to
predict future market values of individual securities, and where important current information
is almost freely available to all the participants. The efficient-market hypothesis was first
expressed by Louis Bachelier mathematician, in his 1900 dissertation, "The Theory of
Speculation". His work was largely ignored until the 1950s. However, scattered, independent
work, which began in 1930s corroborated his thesis. A small number of studies indicated that
US stock prices and related financial series followed a random walk model.

The efficient-market hypothesis emerged as a prominent theoretic position in the mid-
1960s. Paul Samuelson had begun to circulate Bachelier's work among economists. In 1964,
Bachelier's dissertation along with the empirical studies mentioned above, were published in
an anthology edited by Paul Coonter. In 1965, Eugene Fama published his dissertation
arguing for the random walk hypothesis and Samuelson published a proof for a version of the



efficient-market hypothesis. In 1970, Fama published a review of both the theory and the
evidence for the hypothesis.

The efficient market hypothesis is concerned with the behavior of prices in asset
markets. It suggests that profiting from predicting price movements is very difficult and
unlikely. The main engine behind price changes is the arrival of new information. A market
is said to be “efficient” if prices adjust quickly and, on average, without bias, to new
information. As a result, the current prices of securities reflect all available information at
any given point in time. There are various forms of market efficiency.

Weak Form
Under weak form of efficiency, the current price reflects the information contained in

all past prices, suggesting that charts and technical analyses that use past prices alone would
not be useful in finding under valued stocks.

Semi-Strong Form
Under semi-strong form of efficiency, public information includes not only past

prices, but also data reported in a company’s financial statements (annual reports, income
statements, filings for the Security and Exchange Commission etc.), earnings and dividend
announcements, announced merger plans, the financial situation of company’s competitors,
expectations regarding macroeconomic factors (such as inflation, unemployment etc.).

Semi-strong form efficiency implies that share prices adjust to publicly available new
information very rapidly and in an unbiased fashion, such that no excess returns can be
earned by trading on that information and neither fundamental analysis nor technical analysis
techniques will be able to reliably produce excess returns.

To test for semi-strong form efficiency, the adjustments to previously unknown news
must be of a reasonable size and must be instantaneous. To test for this, consistent upward or
downward adjustments after the initial change must be looked for. If there are any such
adjustments it would suggest that investors had interpreted the information in a biased
fashion and hence in an inefficient manner.

The assertion behind semi-strong market efficiency is still that one should not be able
to profit using something that “everybody else knows” (the information is public).
Nevertheless, this assumption is far stronger than that of weak-form efficiency. Semi strong
efficiency of markets requires the existence of market analysts who are not only financial
economists able to comprehend implications of vast financial information, but also
macroeconomists, experts adept at understanding processes in product and input markets. In
effect, the semi strong form of market hypothesis maintains that as soon as the information
becomes publicly available, it is absorbed and reflected in stock prices. Furthermore, even
while the correct adjustment is taking place, the analyst cannot obtain consistent superior
returns.

Strong Form
The strong form of market efficiency hypothesis states that the current price fully

incorporates all existing information, both public and private (sometimes called inside
information). The main difference between the semi-strong and strong efficiency hypotheses
is that in the latter case, nobody should be able to systematically generate profits even if
trading on information not publicly known at the time.



REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The efficient market hypothesis rapidly gained adherence after 1969 when it was first

introduced that stock prices respond quickly to new information, and subsequently display no
apparent strong trends. Event studies, pioneered by Fama et al. (1969), generally found this
pattern of price adjustment following major events such as mergers, stock splits or changes in
firms’ dividend policies.

Ali and Mustafa (2001) found little empirical regularity that was contrary to the
efficient market hypothesis. For example, the monthly, weekly and daily returns on stocks
tend to exhibit discernable patterns, such as seasonal affects, month of the year affect, day of
the week affect, hourly affect etc. In case of Pakistan’s stock markets, too, such affects are
identified, like the Ramadan affect, seasonal effects and day of the week affect. Further, the
wide spread use of “technical analysis” among stock traders and their ability to predict to
some extent the direction of movements in the prices of individual stocks over medium term
testifies the existence of patterns and seasonal trends.

Gelband (2005) offered a test of market efficiency using insider trade data. Insiders
are allowed to trade in their own securities so long as they report their trades to the Security
Exchange Commission (SEC) and do not trade on “material, non-public” information. It
seems logical that an insiders’ close knowledge of the company and the company’s industry
would allow them to time their investments better than an outsider. Indeed this is the case;
nearly every study on insider trades has found that insiders earn abnormal returns.

In the light of wealth of support for the semi-strong hypothesis, summarized well by
Fama (1970), a violation of this sort would mark a serious anomaly. Historically, studies
examining insider trading have not found evidence of this anomaly. The majority of studies
have concluded that while insiders can earn abnormal profits, outsiders mimicking insider
trades cannot earn abnormal returns. Largely, studies have concluded that outsiders cannot
earn abnormal returns because there is a significant delay between when insiders trade and
when news of their trades becomes public.

Seiler and Walter (1997) examined the behavior of daily stock returns over the period
from February, 1885 through July, 1962, the period before the Center for Research in
Security Prices (CRSP) tapes were developed, to assess the degree of market efficiency for
stocks listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). Previous studies have examined the
market’s efficiency since 1962, but periods pre-dating CRSP have not received adequate
attention. The results indicated that with the exception of brief periods in the NYSE’s history,
the market has traditionally been efficient long before the modern era. To test historical
market efficiency they used to examine the pattern of short-term movements in aggregate
market returns and attempted to identify the process underlying those returns. The Box-
Jenkins methodology was employed in an attempt to identify patterns, which could be used
to predict stock returns. Although monthly and weekly return patterns were found to be
significant, they were still unsuccessful in predicting future stock price movements.

Basu (1977) wanted to see whether low Price/Earning (P/E) stock tended to
outperform stocks with high P/E ratios. If historical P/E ratios provided useful information to
investors in obtaining superior stock market returns, this would be a refutation of the semi
strong form of efficient market hypothesis. This is due to the fact that if historical publicly
available P/E information led an investor to buy a particular type of stock and this in turn led
to abnormal returns, this would be a direct contradiction of the semi strong form. His results



indicated that the low P/E portfolios experienced superior returns relative to the market and
high P/E portfolios performed in an inferior manner relative to the overall market.

Fama (1970) assembled a comprehensive review of the theory and evidence of market
efficiency. Though the paper proceeds from theory to empirical work, he noted that most of
the empirical work preceded development of the theory. The theory involved defining an
efficient market as one in which trading on available information fails to provide an
abnormal profit. A market can be deemed to be efficient, therefore, only if one posit a model
for returns. From this point on, tests of market efficiency become joint tests of market
behaviors and models of asset pricing.

Gupta (2000) conducted a study of stock market efficiency in India. This study
primarily aimed at enquiring into certain aspects of market efficiency with respect to the
Indian stock market during 1986 to 1995. Karl Pearson’s coefficient of correlation has been
applied to know the extent of correlation among variables. For testing the significance of
correlation coefficient, the student’s run test has been used to test the semi strong form, the
Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) with selected accounting and macro economic variables
and multiple regression technique have been employed. To test the weak form of EMH,
short-term data of dependent variables have been plotted to verify whether share prices
depict any reversal effect. The findings of this research revealed that the dividend has a
powerful and positive impact on market share price, profitability (as measured by earnings
after interest and taxes) has a positive influence on market share prices and leverage had no
significant effect on market share price.

Ferson et al. (2004) discussed indirect inference about the time-variation in expected
stock returns by comparing unconditional sample variances to estimates of expected
conditional variances. The evidence revealed more predictability as more information is used,
and no evidence that predictability has diminished in recent years. Semi-strong form
evidence suggests that time-variation in expected returns remains economically important.

Leuthold and Hartmann (1979) examined semistrong form of the efficiency in Hog
futures market. Forward pricing is a primary role of live stock future market.Utilizing
alternative method of evaluation results demonstrated that the live hog futures market can not
be relied upon to reflect accurately and consistently subsequent cash prices, hence it is
inefficient.

Mustafa and Serdar (2008) investigated whether there is weak or semi-strong form
efficiency of stock exchanges in European Monetary Union countries, with the help of panel
data variables viz stock market price index, consumer price index, purchasing power of euro
and unemployment. In order to test the weak form efficiency, they used panel unit root tests
and for testing semi-strong form efficiency panel co-integration and causality analysis was
used. Using unit root analysis, results indicated that stock markets of European Monetary
Union countries is weak efficient. Using co-integration and causality analysis, it was found
that some countries are not semi-strong form efficient.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
1. To understand the semi strong form of market efficiency and its practical applicability.
2. To find out the independence between the successive price changes during the period of

the study.



3. To investigate whether prices of stocks in NSE considered past information and the
information publicly available as required by the semi-strong form of market efficiency
theory.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The study was descriptive in nature. The population of the study was all the firms

listed in National Stock Exchange (NSE). Purposive sampling technique was used to select
the sample and the data was collected from secondary sources. Weekly price data was
collected from the website of NSE for all the firms and closing prices on Friday were taken.

The sampling frame of the study was for the period from January 1, 2005 to
December 31, 2005. To find out whether the series of price movement has effect on past
prices, run test was applied. Autocorrelation was applied to test the independence between
the successive price changes. To test the difference between returns and announcement date,
t-test was applied. To establish relationship between stock prices and publicly available
Information regression was applied.

HYPOTHESIS
Weak Form Ho1: The price movements in the share prices in the Nifty are not

affected by past prices.
Semi-strong Form Ho2: The security prices do not fully reflect all publicly available

information.

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
Price Movements vs Past Prices

Run test is used to find out whether the series of price movement had effect on past
prices or not. Run tests ignore the absolute values of the numbers in the series and absorb
only their signs. So only the number of runs having consecutive sequence of signs in the
same direction is counted. The consecutive rise in price would be counted as a positive run
and the decline would be counted as a negative run.

The calculated values of run test (Z) are compared with the critical value at 5% level
of significance (±1.96). 49 out of 50 companies under Nifty show that the calculated value of
run test (Z) is less than critical value ± 1.96 (Table 1) therefore, the null hypothesis (Ho) is
accepted which means the price movements in the share prices in the Nifty are not affected
by past prices.

TABLE 1
Analysis of Run test

Company Name Z
ABB 0.1878
ACC -0.4756
BAJAJAUTO 0.9194
BHARTI -0.4756
BHEL -0.7787
BPCL -1.3457
CIPLA 0.13354
DABUR 0



DRREDDY 0.9089
GAIL 1.1917
GLAXO -0.5958
GRASIM -1.2794
GUJAMBCEM 0.0114
HCLTECH 1.655
HDFC 1.2645
HDFCBANK 0.7408
HEROHONDA 0.9089
HINDLEVER 0.8701
HINDPETRO -0.4736
ICICIBANK -0.4736
INFOSYSTCH -0.7787
IPCL 0.2857
ITC -1.5728
LT -0.6336
M&M 0.6088
MARUTI 0.9745
MTNL -1.5682
NATIONALUM 0.7282
ONGC -0.32306
ORIENTBANK -0.7657
PNB -2.5428
RANBAXY 0.59589
REL -0.27479
RELIANCE 0.4812
SAIL 0.6844
SATYAMCOMP 0.1335
SBIN -1.0809
SCI -0.6928
SUNPHARMA -0.9443
TATACHEM 0.4812
TATAMOTORS -0.103
TATAPOWER 0.8213
TATASTEEL -0.8472
TATATEA -1.3922
TCS 0.5958
VSNL -0.8938
WIPRO 0.0114
ZEETELE -1.1335

Results of Run Test
In this study, out of 48 companies, almost all the companies (47), as shown in Table 1,

have the calculated value lesser than the critical value at 5% level of significance. Like the
computed value of ACC (-.48) , HLL(1.16) , Maruti(1.27), MTNL (-1.27), NTPC(.30),
ONGC(-.14), Ranbaxy(1.36), SAIL(.46), SBIN(-.78), Wipro(-.28) is less than the critical
value of ±1.96. The null hypothesis is accepted i.e. the historical data for predicting the



future prices can not be used. The results show that the weak form of market efficiency is
applicable in the Nifty.

Independence between the Successive Price Changes
To test the independence between the successive price changes serial correlation

technique was used. Serial correlation measures the correlation coefficient in a series of
numbers with the lagging value of the same series. Correlation is calculated between the
price changes in period t+1 (or t + any number) with the price changes of the preceding
period.

TABLE 2
Analysis of Autocorrelation

Company Name T+1 T+2 T+3 T+4
ABB 0.78363 0.74982 0.68968 0.69348
ACC 0.97168 0.94252 0.91239 0.88353
BAJAJAUTO 0.98486 0.97258 0.96538 0.96660
BHARTI 0.98477 0.97146 0.95668 0.94140
BHEL 0.97706 0.95474 0.92584 0.90424
BPCL 0.82019 0.66966 0.58502 0.56564
CIPLA 0.97369 0.95878 0.94773 0.92951
DABUR 0.97878 0.96686 0.95796 0.93719
DRREDDY 0.90879 0.81987 0.78123 0.78719
GAIL 0.85978 0.78249 0.69874 0.64817
GLAXO 0.97413 0.94676 0.91035 0.87016
GRASIM 0.89635 0.73867 0.56866 0.40168
GUJAMBCEM 0.84288 0.80130 0.76224 0.72260
HCLTECH 0.96513 0.95197 0.92772 0.90388
HDFC 0.94721 0.93233 0.90335 0.87828
HDFCBANK 0.93548 0.86176 0.83013 0.77860
HEROHONDA 0.96332 0.95463 0.94063 0.93765
HINDLEVER 0.93321 0.87465 0.81699 0.79680
HINDPETRO 0.82068 0.70275 0.67179 0.65329
ICICIBANK 0.95414 0.91012 0.85717 0.82348
INFOSYSTCH 0.81563 0.76892 0.73332 0.79940
IPCL 0.93037 0.90706 0.85876 0.82355
ITC 0.92249 0.84705 0.77818 0.70799
LT 0.97506 0.94848 0.92998 0.91385
M&M 0.82285 0.66543 0.51677 0.33804
MARUTI 0.93395 0.90571 0.85998 0.82994
MTNL 0.82254 0.60527 0.46502 0.35671
NATIONALUM 0.89582 0.84186 0.78323 0.65705
ONGC 0.93413 0.86575 0.81471 0.75008
ORIENTBANK 0.90475 0.78135 0.71403 0.68744
PNB 0.80541 0.53527 0.31155 0.16182
RANBAXY 0.95434 0.91353 0.88166 0.84422



REL 0.83577 0.69510 0.55041 0.35331
RELIANCE 0.98170 0.96654 0.95435 0.94165
SAIL 0.87591 0.74897 0.61036 0.47187
SATYAMCOMP 0.97843 0.97229 0.96818 0.96404
SBIN 0.41249 0.32051 0.25775 0.22610
SCI 0.68150 0.43853 0.36680 0.34208
SUNPHARMA 0.96735 0.95038 0.93370 0.91146
TATACHEM 0.94387 0.89914 0.85278 0.80559
TATAMOTORS 0.93088 0.86085 0.79110 0.74857
TATAPOWER 0.87532 0.81454 0.72858 0.67335
TATASTEEL 0.53379 0.05282 0.01271 -0.00012
TATATEA 0.98434 0.96192 0.93937 0.91294
TCS 0.91632 0.82429 0.71775 0.59985
VSNL 0.96579 0.91331 0.84171 0.76181
WIPRO 0.92524 0.86103 0.79392 0.72488
ZEETELE 0.83568 0.69006 0.62134 0.55689

In this study, the auto correlation is calculated for weekly share prices of Nifty for the
period of January 1, 2005 to December 31, 2005 (Table 2). The correlation is calculated
between the share prices of any period t and t+1, between t+1 and t+2, between t+2 and t+3,
between t+3 and t+4. To analyze the result the three limits of correlation coefficient have
been taken. These are 0 to ±.25 (low correlation), ±.25 to ±.75 (moderate correlation) and
±.75 to ±1 (high correlation).

Results of Autocorrelation. From Table 2, it is clear that out of 48 companies, correlation
between t and t+1, two companies Tata Steel and SBIN show positive moderate correlation.
12 companies have positive moderate correlation in t+2 such as ABB, BPCL, Grasim. 17
companies from t+3 such as TCS, Zee Telefilms, Tata Power and 22 companies from t+4
such as Wipro, Tata Motors, SCI have moderate positive correlation and Tata Steel have
negative low correlation. To make the analysis more clear, 4% of the companies are low and
moderately correlated in t+1, about 26% are low and moderately correlated in t+2, 40% of
the companies are low and moderately correlated in t+3 and while 52% are low and
moderately correlated in t+4. The number of companies in low and moderate correlation
group is increasing after the period of t+1 and t+2 significantly. While the numbers of
companies in high correlation group are constant for the period of t+1 and t+2, then decrease
for the period t+3 and t+4.

Most of the companies of Nifty have moderate autocorrelation, some companies have
low while some have high correlation, and that means they may or may not be significant.
Therefore, the result is the historical prices can be used to predict the future prices. The past
prices effect only the immediate future prices therefore most of the companies in t+1 and t+2,
are highly correlated.

DISCUSSION
To test the applicability of weak form of efficient market hypothesis two statistical tools run
test and autocorrelation have been applied. Autocorrelation coefficient helped us in
understanding the behavior of the time series. The research is particularly concerned about



the random behavior of the series. To test whether stock market is efficient or not, it can be
tested if the time series returns from the market are completely random. Sometimes it implies
that stock returns series are not auto correlated. We have no evidence to reject the market
efficiency of Indian stock market and sometimes it implies that stock returns are
autocorrelated. According to Lo and Mackinlay (1988) and Pan et al. (1991) it means to
reject the hypothesis that the price movements are affected by past prices.

Run test is used to find out whether the series of price movement had effect on past
prices or not. Out of 48 companies, the value of run of all the companies except 1 is lower
than the critical value of ±1.96 i.e. in almost all the cases our null hypothesis is accepted i.e.
the stock price movement does not affect by past prices. Only when it is proved that in Indian
stock market (Nifty) the price movements are not affected by the past prices i.e. the market
has weak form of efficiency, the semi-strong form of market efficiency can be proved.

To prove semi-strong form of market efficiency the researcher had done the event
study on ten prominent companies of Nifty for which the researcher had identified the five
basic economic events namely:

 The Budget Announcement: February 28, 2005
 The first Credit Policy Announcement: April 28, 2005
 The Year Ending: March 31, 2005
 The second Credit Policy Announcement: October 25, 2005
 The social event Diwali: November 1, 2005

The events are taken for the year 2005 and have some impact on the economy. The
events to be studied are clearly identified and the date on which the event was announced
was pinpointed. Once the event dates were known, returns were calculated around these dates
for each of the stock in the sample. In this study the researcher had taken the prices 15 days
before and 15 days after the event.

The returns, by period, around the announcement date, are adjusted for market
performance and risk to arrive at excess returns for each stock in the sample.

Excess Returns on day t = Return on day t – beta * Return on market on day t
Where,

(Today’s return – previous day return)
Return = x 100

Previous day return

Covariance = Beta
S.D.²

where S.D. is standard deviation.
Beta is assumed to be constant from 15 days before and 15 days after the event. The

return on market will be the average return of all 10 stocks in the given sample.

Testing Semi-Strong Form of Market Efficiency
Analysis of T test. The question of whether the excess returns around the announcement date
are different from zero is answered by estimating the t statistic for each event. T statistics is
used to compare the returns of the stock 15 days before and 15 days after the event. In this
paper the researcher has taken 5% level of significance (2.262).



Results of T test. Taking the first event i.e. budget 2005, all the company’s value of t is less
than the tabulated value at 5% level of significance i.e. there is no significant difference in
the return with the announcement of budget i.e. Ho2 is accepted.

TABLE 3
Analysis of T – Test

Events Budget
First Credit

Policy
Year

Ending
Second Credit

Policy Diwali
ABB -.20959 -1.323 .3549 -.9947 .0826
HLL .07790 -1.3552 .5338 -.0636 -.7223
MARUTI .229344 -.0100 .019 .11984 -.2047
MTNL -1.1158 -1.5711 .4775 -1.7674 -2.0454*
NTPC .6986 .4077 -1.3 -1.5238 -.7037
ONGC -.4426 3.63* -.3524 -.1659 -.4615
RANBAXY -1.044 1.101 2.604* -3.2282* -2.0617*
SAIL -1.2671 .1626 -.3289 -1.19050 .0605
SBIN -.1349 .006 -1.9944 .5835 -1.5797
WIPRO -.5175 1.063 -.3273 .03757 -1.29130

Note: * means significant at 5% level of significance (2.262).

In the second event i.e. year ending 2005, all the companies, except ONGC, show the
t value less than the tabulated value at 5% level of significance i.e. there is no significant
difference in the return with the year ending.

In the third event i.e. the announcement of 2005 first credit policy dated April 28,
2005, all the companies, except Ranbaxy, show the t value less than the tabulated value at
5% level of significance i.e. there is no significant difference in the return with the
announcement of credit policy.

In the fourth event i.e. the announcement of 2005 second credit policy dated October
25, 2005 all the companies, except Ranbaxy, show the t value less than the tabulated value at
5% level of significance i.e. there is no significant difference in the return with the
announcement of credit policy.

In the last event i.e. Diwali dated November 1, 2005, all the companies, except MTNL
and Ranbaxy, show the t value less than the tabulated value at 5% level of significance i.e.
there is no significant difference in the return with this social event. That is in all the sample
events the null hypothesis is accepted that the security prices of almost all sample companies
does not fully reflect all publicly available information. Ali and Mustafa (2001) found little
empirical regularity that is contrary to the efficient market hypothesis. For example, the
monthly, weekly and daily returns on stocks tend to exhibit discernable patterns, such as
seasonal affects, month of the year affect, day of the week affect, hourly affect etc. Further,
the wide spread use of “technical analysis” among stock traders and their ability to predict to
some extent the direction of movements in the prices of individual stocks over medium term
testifies to the existence of patterns and seasonal trends. The results are streamlined with
Fama (1970) and Seiler and Walter (1997).

Analysis of Regression. Regression analysis is done to find out whether the stock prices
adjust with the publicly available information or not. In this analysis, the dependent variable



is the excess returns of each stock of the given sample of the given event. The independent
variables are the events where the days prior to the events are valued as zero and the days
after the events are valued as one.

Y = a +bx
Where y is the excess returns, a is constant, b is regression and y is the specified
event.

Results of Regression. Statistical significance of regression is estimated by t statistic for each
coefficient. In this paper 50 events wise equations of regression were formed

TABLE 4
Analysis of Regression

Name of the Company Regression Equations Value of t
ACC Excess Returns = -.136 + .051 budget .210

HLL Excess Returns=-.720 +-.019 budget -.078
MARUTI Excess Returns =-.230+-.056 budget -.229
MTNL Excess Returns =-.650 +.261budget 1.116
NTPC Excess Returns= .172 + -.167 budget -.699
ONGC Excess Returns = .230 +.095 budget .395
RANBAXY Excess Returns= -.178+ .246 budget 1.045
SAIL Excess Returns = -.281+ .294 budget 1.268
SBIN Excess Returns = .396 + .033 budget .135
WIPRO Excess Returns = -.538 + .264 budget 1.126
ACC Excess Returns =.188 + .235credit policy1 .995
HLL Excess Returns =.870 +-.358credit policy 1 -1.582
MARUTI Excess Returns =.684+-.012 credit policy1 -.050
MTNL Excess Returns =.350 + -.128credit policy1 -.530
NTPC Excess Returns =-.073 +.230 credit policy1 .976
ONGC Excess Returns =-.411 + .510credit policy1 2.447*
RANBAXY Excess Returns =-.806 +.434 credit policy1 1.984*
SAIL Excess Returns =-1.806+.325credit policy1 1.416
SBIN Excess Returns =-.051 +.358 credit policy1 1.582
WIPRO Excess Returns =.438 +-.119 credit policy1 -.494
ACC Excess Returns =.181 +-.100year ending -.415
HLL Excess Returns =-.633 +.280 year ending 1.201
MARUTI Excess Returns =-.679 +-.001 year ending -.003
MTNL Excess Returns =-2.089 +.381 year ending 1.700
NTPC Excess Returns =-.106 +-.125 year ending -.504
ONGC Excess Returns =-.349 +-.007 year ending -.028
RANBAXY Excess Returns =-.057 +-.258 year ending -1.069
SAIL Excess Returns =-1.025+-.038year ending -.153
SBIN Excess Returns =-1.013 +.098 year ending .393
WIPRO Excess Returns =-.504 +-.256 year ending -1.057
ACC Excess Returns =-.129 +.205credit policy2 .862
HLL Excess Returns =-.246 +.192 credit policy2 .806
MARUTI Excess Returns =.603 +-.058 credit policy2 -.240
MTNL Excess Returns =-1.285 +.400 credit policy2 1.801
NTPC Excess Returns =-.761 +.336 credit policy2 1.472
ONGC Excess Returns =-.353+.037 credit policy2 .154
RANBAXY Excess Returns =-3.487 +.645 credit policy2 3.483*
SAIL Excess Returns =-1.637 +.295 credit policy2 1.274
SBIN Excess Returns =.404 +-.149 credit policy2 -.619



WIPRO Excess Returns =.073 +-.032 credit policy2 -.130
ACC Excess Returns =.363 +-.140 diwali -.583
HLL Excess Returns =-.172 +.079 diwali .325
MARUTI Excess Returns =.384 +-.027 diwali -.112
MTNL Excess Returns =-1.193 +.419 diwali 1.885
NTPC Excess Returns = .219 +.033 diwali .138
ONGC Excess Returns =.185 +.090 diwali .374
RANBAXY Excess Returns =-2.132 +.473 diwali 2.214*
SAIL Excess Returns =-.638 +-.005 diwali -.021
SBIN Excess Returns =-.278+.220 diwali .930
WIPRO Excess Returns =.317 +.076 diwali .315

Note: * means significant at 5% level of significance

The t value calculated after regression is to be compared with the critical value of
±1.96. From Table 4, it is analyzed that the affect of announcement of budget on the stock
prices taken into observations were not significant while the announcement of first credit
policy in all the sample companies except ONGC and Ranbaxy were insignificant. All the
stock prices are insignificant with the event of year ending i.e. stock returns do not have the
impact of March 31, 2005. With the announcement of credit policy, except Ranbaxy, all the
companies were having insignificant stock returns. With the happening of the social event i.e.
Diwali, Ranbaxy got affected and all the other companies stock returns remain insignificant.

With this it can be analyzed that most of the companies do not react much in their stock
returns with the happening of some prominent events, which proves the null hypothesis of
the study that security prices does not fully reflect all publicly available information. As per
semi-strong form of market efficiency the publicly available information do affect the stock
returns but only in very shorter span the market absorbs all the available information and
does not allow the investor to earn abnormal returns. The results are similar to the results of
Fama (1969). Only the few insiders can earn a profit on a short run price changes rather than
the investors who adopt the naïve buy and hold policy.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
Hope and greed are the two main forces that drive the sentiments of humans and hence

are the key forces for the working of market forces. With the Indian stock markets booming,
investors are rushing to the bourses. But the small investor needs to exercise caution so as not
to lose out in this rally. The Securities and Exchange Board of India, along with the National
Securities Depository Limited, is thus trying to aggressively promote amongst the investors
the need to be cautious. The study is an attempt to guide the investors for making profit in the
long run. The following are few implications of the study.

1. No investor can earn abnormal returns using a common investment strategy.
2. No investor can beat the market in the long term as laws of probability would suggest

that fairly large number are going to beat the market not because of their investment
strategy but because they are lucky.

3. In an efficient market the expected returns from any investment will be consistent
with the risk of that investment over the long term though there may be deviations
from these expected returns in short term.

4. If the market is efficient the shares are already correctly priced and it is just as likely
that the next move in prices will be down as up. The past price movements have
nothing to say about future movements.



SUGGESTIONS
Large investors have clout over companies and can get the information they desire for

decision-making, whereas small investors do not have such a privilege and are often deprived
of important information. Large investors can also afford to have professional analysis but
small investors have to depend on the publicly available information. Channeling small
investors’ savings into corporate investment is vital for economic growth of developing
countries. And to create confidence in small investors, it is important to provide relevant,
reliable and ready to use information. The investors should keep the following points in mind
before investing.

1. Read and properly understand the risks associated with investing in
securities/derivatives before undertaking transactions.

2. Assess the risk-return profile of the investment as well as the liquidity and safety
aspects before making your investment decision.

3. Invest, based on sound reasoning after taking into account all publicly available
information and on fundamentals.

4. Don't forget to take note of risks involved in the investment.
5. Don't be misled by rumors circulating in the market.
6. Don't be influenced into buying into fundamentally unsound companies (penny stocks)

based on sudden spurts in trading volumes or prices or non-authentic favorable
looking articles/stories.

7. Don't follow the herd or play on momentum - it could turn against you.
8. Don't be misled by so called 'hot tips.'
9. Don't try to time the market.

Based on the research findings it is suggested to investor that only the oil companies
and pharma companies were affected with the publicly available information so the investors
should think before investing in these two sectors as they may give maximum returns or even
cause loss to the investors depending upon the effect of the information.

CONCLUSIONS
In reality, markets are neither perfectly efficient nor perfectly inefficient. All markets

are efficient to a certain extent, some more so than others. Rather than being an issue of black
or white, market efficiency is more a matter of shades of gray. In markets with substantial
impairments of efficiency, more knowledgeable investors can strive to outperform less
knowledgeable ones.

Most classical investment theories are based on one assumption viz. investors always
act in a manner that maximizes their returns. Yet volumes of research show that investors
aren’t always so rational. Psychological studies, for example, have repeatedly demonstrated
that the pain of losing money from investments is nearly three times greater than the joy of
earning money.

The semi strong hypothesis says that stock prices accurately reflect all publicly
available information regarding a company. All information regarding the firm’s balance
sheet, earnings, dividends, etc., have already been taken into account in the company’s
current market price. New information on companies, industries, the economy, and so on
arrive in a random fashion; therefore, changes in stock market prices also take on a random
pattern. It then follows that since the resulting changes in price occur randomly, investors



cannot use the information to earn above average returns. This means that when stocks are
traded, prices are accurate signals for capital locations.

The study also revealed that the Indian stock market (Nifty) does not have semi
strong form of market efficiency and the effect of sample events was only on the pharmacy
and oil companies and that too for a very short period as the value of t and regression is close
to the critical value. The results of the present study are only suggestive on this front and no
special generalization could be drawn. Further, the exclusive and extensive research can also
be made for the general events of the companies like dividend announcement, bonus issue,
mergers etc.

Another trait of the successful investor is the ability to stick with their investment
choices and let their profits run. On the other hand, unsuccessful investors tend to follow fads
and sell out too soon. Finally, successful investors tend to invest in what they know
industries and companies with which they are already familiar.
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